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Abstract

The experience of motion sickness in a virtual environment may
be measured through pre- and post-experiment self-reported
questionnaires such as the Simulator Sickness Questionnaire
(SSQ). Although research provides converging evidence that us-
ers of virtual environments can experience motion sickness, there
have been no controlled studies to determine to what extent the
user’s subjective response is a demand characteristic resulting
from pre- and post-test measures. In this study, subjects were
given either SSQ’s both pre and post virtual environment immer-
sion, or only post immersion. This technique was used to test for
contrast effects due to demand characteristics in which admini-
stration of the questionnaire itself suggests to the participant that
the virtual environment may produce motion sickness. Results
indicate that reports of motion sickness after immersion in a vir-
tual environment are much greater when both pre and post ques-
tionnaires are given than when only a post test questionnaire is
used.  The implications for assessments of motion sickness in
virtual environments are discussed.

CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: Motion sickness, cyber
sickness, demand characteristics, user study

Keywords:  manual control, three dimensional tracking, placebo
effect, virtual environment

1. Introduction

"Even the dullest college student is aware that some change
is expected, particularly if the test is in some obvious way
related to the treatment" [1].

1.1. Experimental demand characteristics

In 1891 a horse named Clever Hans began amazing people by
apparently solving simple mathematics problems. Spectators
would come from all over the world to witness the brilliant horse
perform. When his owner would ask him a question, for example,
to calculate the sum of two and two, Clever Hans would mystify
the audience by stomping four times with his hoof. Years later,
researchers discovered that Clever Hans was not a mathematician
at all. Instead, he was just sensitive to environmental cues and
would stomp out the answer until his owner or others in the audi-
ence who knew the answer to the problem subtly and uncon-
sciously cued him to respond [2]. Clever Hans’s    mathematical

 responses were influenced (and confounded) by demand charac-
teristics and experimenter expectancy effects.

A demand characteristic is the “sum total of cues that convey
an experimental hypothesis to subjects and influence their be-
haviour” [1]. The most basic example of a demand characteristic
is an experimental procedure that involves a pre-measure, imme-
diately followed by an experimental treatment, which in turn is
followed by a post-measure using the same test as did the pre-
measure. The post-measure is thereby influenced by contrast ef-
fects, or an implicit understanding that the experimental treatment
should make the post-measure differ from the pre-measure. Ex-
perimenter expectancy effects are a type of experimenter-induced
demand characteristic whereby an authoritative person's expecta-
tions come to evoke the expected behaviour [3]. While conduct-
ing research, it is important to create experiments with minimal
demand characteristics to remove the possibility that the subjects
are responding to the experimenter’s cues. A major problem with
demand characteristics is that they bias the results in favour of the
experimental hypothesis, inaccurately confirming the researcher’s
beliefs about the experiment [4].

Experimenter demand has been found to affect research in a
variety of domains including surgical procedures, physical ma-
nipulations, prescribed diets, exercises, and other regimens
[5],[6]; weakness, nausea, rashes, and pain, fainting, vomiting,
diarrhoea, changes in blood flow, and detrimental respiratory
effects [7],[8]. Questionnaire data is particularly vulnerable to
these effects since the data is less objective. Self-reported ques-
tionnaire data can lead to response bias [9] as a result of experi-
menter demand and self-presentation [10]. That is, the partici-
pant’s self-report may be influenced by the experimenter’s cues
and desire to confirm his or her hypothesis.

1.2. Motion Sickness in Virtual Environments

Virtual environments are interactive computer images that em-
ploy a head-mounted display (HMD) to convey information to the
user. Virtual environment users are immersed in a synthetic space
of virtual images enhanced by special processing and nonvisual
display modalities [11]. Research on virtual environments has
provided converging evidence that being placed in a virtual envi-
ronment with an HMD can lead to motion sickness [12]. For
example, Kennedy, Fowlkes, and Lilienthal [13], have shown
that following exposure to virtual environments and simulators,
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up to 30% of exposures result in reported nausea, up to 40% of
exposures result in reported eyestrain, as well as the experience of
numerous other symptoms of motion sickness including drowsi-
ness, salivation, sweating, headache, and dizziness/vertigo, and
loss of postural stability. Although the prevalence of motion sick-
ness in virtual environments appears greater than in flight simu-
lators [14], results are generally based upon survey and self-
reported measures rather than controlled experiments [15],[16].

It is therefore possible that the user of a virtual environment
may not actually be experiencing motion sickness but may just be
reporting it, in part due to the demand characteristics of the ques-
tionnaire technique.  The aim of the present study is to determine
the extent to which users’ reports of motion sickness after experi-
ence within virtual environments might be due to the demand
characteristics of a questionnaire measurement technique.

The heightened likelihood of experiencing motion sickness in a
virtual environment may be a result of the methods for gathering
motion sickness data. Motion sickness data may be measured, for
example, with either a Pensacola Motion Sickness Questionnaire
(MSQ) or a simulator sickness questionnaire (SSQ) [17]. The
SSQ was created and is commonly used specifically for measur-
ing motion sickness in virtual environments because the MSQ
does not provide information about the multiple separable dimen-
sions of motion sickness [18] The SSQ contains a symptom rating
list consisting of 16 symptoms which are self-reported by the
participant on a 4-point scale (0 = none, 1 = slight, 2 = moderate,
3 = severe). These ratings form the basis of three subscale scores
(Nausea, Oculomotor Discomfort, Disorientation), and combine
to form a Total Severity score. Examples of the symptoms in the
questionnaire are: general discomfort, sweating, nausea, difficulty
concentrating, fatigue, headache, eyestrain, dizziness, and vertigo.

The Total Severity score takes a composite of all of the symp-
toms and calculates the overall extent of symptom severity. The
SSQ subscale scores can provide more specific diagnostic infor-
mation as to nature of the resulting sense of sickness.  We will
employ the SSQ and, in particular, its Nausea subscale as our
measure of motion sickness, using these scores somewhat generi-
cally since our computer simulation does not generate physical
motion.

Since the SSQ is administered as a pre-and post-test measure
[17], [19], it may be influenced by demand characteristics. This
kind of problem with pre/post-testing in virtual environments has
been discussed previously by Nichols, Cobb and Wilson [20].
One specific problem with the pre/post test use is that seeing the
list of symptoms beforehand may increase the user’s sensitivity to
those symptoms and provide information that motion sickness is
common, or common enough to be worth measuring. In other
words, the user, seeing the SSQ prior to immersion in the virtual
environment, may be more aware of physiological changes than
he or she otherwise would. Additionally, upon receiving a post-
questionnaire, the user may remember that these symptoms were
recorded on the pre-questionnaire and may perceive that the “ap-
propriate answer” is to report differences between pre and post
measures. Any differences on the questionnaire would then be
due to demand characteristics and contrast effects. Accordingly,
our directional hypothesis for this experiment is that subjects who
are exposed to a pre-questionnaire assessing simulator sickness
will be more likely to report sickness in the virtual environment
than those who are exposed to a questionnaire only after immer-
sion in the environment.

2. Methods.

Thirty subjects between 20 to 45 years old (20 men and 10
women) and inexperienced in the use of virtual environments
were recruited and brought to the Advanced Displays and Spatial
Perception Laboratory at Ames Research Center. Subjects were
randomly assigned to a pre- and post-test group or a post-test only
group. Subjects in the pre/post condition were given an SSQ (see
[17] for measures) both prior to and immediately after immersion
in a virtual environment.  Subjects in the post condition received
the SSQ only immediately after immersion.

2.1. Technical details of virtual environment simulation

Subjects wore a Virtual Research V8 TFT-LCD stereoscopic
HMD to which was affixed the receiver of a spatially calibrated
Polhemus Fastrak position and orientation sensor [21].  The HMD
is specified as having a 48° X 32° (horizontal X vertical) field of
view (FOV) per eye at VGA (640 X 480 triads) resolution.  The
HMD and Fastrak were interfaced to a dual-Xeon (2.4 GHz) Dell
Precision 530 workstation, operating under Windows 2000, and
equipped with a commodity NVidia GeForce FX-5900 graphics
card.

The C++ software application that both generated the stereo-
scopically rendered virtual environment and controlled the pro-
gress of the experiment was built on a WorldTookKit framework
written in-house.  Standalone tracker software (AuAST from Au-
Sim, Inc., Mountain View, CA), running as a background Win-
dows service, deposited streaming (i.e., continuous rather than
polled) Fastrak measurements into shared memory for retrieval as
needed by the virtual environment application.  Internal timing
[22] is used to adjust the reading of the Fastrak measurements to
minimize the latency between the reading of head position signal
and the video display to the HMD.

This combination of shared memory data transfer and multi-
process synchronization enabled the ~800 polygon experiment
virtual environment illustrated in Figure 1 to operate at a pre-set,
uniform 25 ms internal latency—i.e., the interval from the instant
of the Fastrak measurement until the first pixel arrives at the
HMD.  The virtual environment update rate was fixed at 60 Hz by
the refresh rate of the slowest component in our virtual environ-
ment system, the V8 HMD.

2.2. Experimental task

In the virtual environment, subjects played a virtual balloon
popping “game” that consisted of 60 trials in which they
positioned a 3D, virtual ball cursor (2 cm diameter) by moving
their dominant hand.  They were told to move their cursor toward
spherical targets located randomly but visibly in front of them
within arm’s reach.  The targets often required about a half step
of motion to allow the participant to make contact with them.
The subject’s  task was to move their cursor through virtual space
to contact the virtual “balloon” which disappeared (“popped”)
when contact was made.  The targets varied randomly in diameter
between 2 and 35 cm and were presented so that the participant
did not have to search extensively for them at the beginning of
each targeting movement.  All targeting movements began from a
position adjusted to be directly in front and within arm’s reach for
each subject.
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Figure 1.  Schematic illustration of the subject’s task.   The sub-
ject moved a 3D cursor shown as virtual ball just above the
tracked handle.  The cursor was moved from a starting point
within the larger wire-freame sphere just at the end of the hanging
white plumb bob to contact a the medium-sized ball-like target
shown in the upper right.  The curved path shows a typical cork-
screw structure that particpants tended to exhibit when experi-
encing a coordinate rotation like that illustrated between the co-
ordinate frame in the lower left and that in the upper center of the
figure.  The plumb bob could be felt to find the initial starting
point of the motion.  Neither the coordinate frame icons nor the
path trace were visible to the subject.  The starting sphere did not
remain visible once the targeting motion was started.

The display of targeting movements was affected by three-
dimensional rotational control misalignments, such that when
participants attempted to move their cursor toward the target they
would receive visual feedback that they were moving on a differ-
ent course. They therefore had to constantly monitor and continu-
ously modify the direction of their cursor path to reach the target
(see Figure 1). The specific control-to-display misalignments
were selected from a set of rotations about general three-
dimensional axes that varied in magnitude between 0 and 70 de-
grees, potentially making the targeting task very difficult.  When
the task difficulty was measured in terms of normalized path
length, it was found that the task was approximately 20 times
harder than the 2-D version of the task reported previously [23].

Subjects in the post-test only group completed the identical se-
quence of balloon popping tasks to those in the pre/post-test
group, but were given the SSQ only after they had completed the
targeting sequence1.  The task took about 25 minutes to complete
resulting in about 30 minutes of total immersion in the virtual
environment.

3. Results.

Previous research has treated SSQ ratings as interval data [24].
We therefore used parametric statistics for our primary analysis,
but also checked our results with nonparametric Mann-Whitney U
tests.  Since in some cases the independent groups in our com-
parison had significantly different variances, we used t-tests for
independent groups, assuming unequal variances.

                                                                   
1

Task analysis of subject performance on this 3D task has not yet
been finalized and will not be reported in this paper.

The principal hypothesis of the experiment is tested by a com-
parison of the SSQ score from the post-test of the post-test only
group compared to the post-test of the group that also had a SSQ
pre-test.  Figure 2 shows that the pre-test indeed caused approxi-
mately an 80% increase in the mean SSQ score.  This difference
is statistically reliable passing a t-test assuming unequal variance
(t(28) = 2.6 p < 0.03 one-tailed) and checked with Mann-Whitney
U2, (U = 69.5, p < 0.038 one-tailed). One-tailed tests are used
here because of the clear directional hypothesis.  The assumption
of equal variance was not used because of the clear difference in
variance between the groups verified by an F-test (F(13,15) =
5.41, p < 0.003).  Figure 3 shows the post-test Nausea component
of the post-test only group compared with the Nausea component
from the post-test of the pre/post-test group.  This comparison
also shows the hypothesized effect in that the pre-testing in-
creases the score of the subsequent post-test in the pre/post group.
This difference is also statistically reliable (t(28) = 2.467, p  <
0.020); Mann-Whitney U = 70.5, p < 0.043)

It is also interesting to determine whether immersion in the
virtual environment itself caused subjects to report SSQ symp-
toms.  This may be tested by comparing the pre-test SSQ score of
the pre/post test group with the post-test of the post-test only
group.  For this comparison, the pre/post group provides a base-
line SSQ for our unexposed population with which the post-test
only SSQ may be compared.  Because we did not have a clear
directional hypothesis for this comparison, and indeed because
recently we have had almost no spontaneous reports of motion
sickness in our virtual environment, we felt two-tailed tests more
appropriate.  Both a t-test and a Mann-Whitney U test show that
the difference due to immersion itself is statistically significant
(t(27) = 2.58, p < 0.02; U  = 42, p < 0.01) (Figure 4).3  As was
done for the principle comparison reported above, we also iso-
lated the Nausea component of the SSQ for this comparison.  This
result is shown in Figure 5 and is also statistically significant
(t(27) = 2.27, p < 0.03; U = 54, p < 0.03).

4. Discussion.

The data in Figures 2 through 5 allow comparison of the
changes in the full SSQ score and the Nausea component.  These
comparisons confirm our principle hypothesis that the pre-test
exposure to the questionnaire does indeed substantially increase
the post-test SSQ score.  In terms of the differences between the
scores, the effect seems to have a larger influence on the Nausea
component than the full SSQ score.  Also, one can note that the
effect of immersion itself on the Nausea score is much smaller
than the effect of the pretesting with the questionnaire.  In fact,
the increase due to immersion is just about 1 unit.  This is a small
number compared to published results of nausea effects in virtual
environments from studies also using the SSQ, e.g., [24] in which
reports range up to 3.5.

                                                                   
2

U was not corrected for ties, making the test more conservative.
3

One subject’s pretest questionnaire was read but filled out am-
biguously and therefore unusable.  Her post-test questionnaire
was, however, correctly filled out.
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Figure 2. The effect of SSQ pre-testing on the SSQ scores. Error
bars show ±1 SE.

Figure 3. The effect of SSQ pre-testing on the Nausea component
scores. Error bars show ±1 SE.

The small increase of the Nausea scale we see due to immer-
sion is consistent with our very infrequent reports of nausea in
our virtual environment (system or this experiment?).  Thus, our
SSQ measurements imply that the suggestion of the possibility of
motion sickness seems to have a greater impact than our envi-
ronment and associated task themselves.  Since our virtual envi-
ronment may be unique because of its good spatial calibration,
high rendering rate, and very low system latency, the relative
difference we find between the effect of immersion and the ef-
fects of suggestion on simulation sickness may be different from
other laboratories.

One problem in the current methods for measuring motion
sickness is that it is a subjective, self-reported experience. It is
difficult to avoid demand characteristics when a person is asked a
question about how he or she is feeling both before and after an
event. Instead, including physiological or objective measures with
the subjective scales may increase the objectivity of the data, re-
ducing experimenter demand effects.

Figure 4. The effect of virtual environment immersion on SSQ
scores. Error bars show ±1 SE

Figure 5.   The effect of virtual environment immersion on the
Nausea component of the SSQ.  Error bars show ±1 SE.

While we have shown that demand characteristics exist, and
reports of motion sickness can be influenced by questionnaire
methods, we are by no means denying a relationship between
virtual environments and motion sickness. In fact, when compar-
ing the “pre” test of the pre/post test group with the post only
group, we still find an effect for motion sickness. That is, immer-
sion in the virtual environment in this study does appear to reflect
reports of motion sickness, validating the self-reported experience
of motion sickness. Therefore, although the reports of motion
sickness appear valid, the methods employed in measuring mo-
tion sickness also contain demand characteristics that increase
reported motion sickness. In fact, administering a pre-immersion
SSQ appears to increase reported motion sickness by about 80%
if treated as a ratio scale. One conclusion we may draw is that
SSQ reports of the prevalence of motion sickness as measured by
pre/post exposure questionnaire techniques may substantially
overestimate its incidence. This conclusion may well extend to
other environments in which motion sickness is assessed by
pre/post exposure questionnaires.
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Our demonstration that pretesting with a SSQ can exaggerate
reports of motion sickness confirms that the manner in which
query information is presented matters. Indeed, it should be noted
that the results of the current study could conceivably have been
even stronger had the experimenter not merely mentioned the
possibility of motion sickness when administrating the question-
naire but used stronger suggestions such as wearing a lab coat,
obviously carrying nausea bags, and assuring the subjects that
they would experience motion sickness during the task.

4.1 Demand characteristics in other domains

While we have focused on the effect that demand characteris-
tics can have in reports of motion sickness in virtual environ-
ments, there are many other domains where demand characteris-
tics play a role including surgical procedures, physical manipula-
tions, prescribed diets, exercises, and other regimens [5],[6].

In the health domain, demand characteristics can have pro-
found effects by leading the patient to expect a particular treat-
ment result. In such cases the patient expects that the recom-
mended treatment should and will produce a positive outcome
[26]. There have been many reports of these “placebo effects”
[27] where substances that are “given in the guise of active medi-
cation, but which in fact have no pharmacological effect on the
condition being treated” [28].

These effects are typically explained in terms of an expectation
that the treatment will produce the intended effects [29], [30]. For
example, pharmaceutical trials have repeatedly shown that a sub-
stantial amount of patients demonstrate improvement after being
given a “fake” drug [26], [31], [32]. Placebo effects and demand
characteristics therefore need to be taken into account in experi-
mental evaluations so that positive changes are not wrongly at-
tributed to a treatment technology, when it was actually the situ-
ational demand that caused the improvement. This caution, of
course, applies just as strongly to evaluation of motion sickness
countermeasures in virtual environments.

Alternatively, and more central to our research, nocebo effects
[33] have been observed in patients. In contrast to a placebo ef-
fect, a nocebo effect occurs when the demand characteristic cre-
ates a negative outcome. For example, in a study on the side ef-
fects of aspirin, subjects who were warned of aspirin’s gastroin-
testinal side effects were almost three times more likely to report
experience of these adverse events than patients who were not
forewarned [34]. The expectations or demand characteristics in-
fluenced the patient to report experiencing the side effects. No-
cebo effects are important and related to the present studies. The
current pre/post-testing methods for measuring motion sickness in
a virtual environment can exaggerate self-reports of motion sick-
ness experienced during virtual environment use. Just as nocebo
effects lead a person to think that negative symptoms will result,
the pre-questionnaire indicates that a person immersed in a virtual
environment is more likely to experience motion sickness.

4.2 Conclusions

Measurements of motion sickness by pre and post self-report
questionnaires are significantly biased by demand characteristics.
Comparative studies of motion sickness in virtual environments
should employ experimental designs not subject to such biases or
at least take measures to balance the biases. Alternatively, more
objective physiological measures may be used with awareness
that these measures too can be subject to experimental demand
characteristics as noted in the Introduction.

Early worries that motion sickness could significantly limit that
application of virtual environment technologies [35] clearly have
been shown by experience to have some basis, but motion sick-
ness in a fast, low-latency, well-calibrated system for manipulat-
ive simulation does not appear to be a major problem when the
experimental demand characteristics are controlled.

It is important to note in conclusion that our finding that pre-
test questionnaires can inflate measures of motion sickness taken
in virtual environments does not rule out questionnaire measure-
ment techniques.  Researchers need only determine the baseline
questionnaire statistics for their subject population.  Results from
post-test only motion sickness evaluations may then be compared
to these norms.  Power analyses [36] may be used to determine
the number of subjects needed to detect differences from these
norms.  In practical terms this approach is, however, likely to
increase the number of subjects needed. It also risks distortions
caused by inclusion of subjects who might exhibit motion sick-
ness symptoms due to illness.

Consequently, all subjects should be screened for absence of
illnesses.  To reduce the possibility that the screening could be
suggestive of motion sickness effects, it should be done in the
context of admission to a general subject pool rather than as a
requirement for a specific experiment.  This type of generic pre-
screening may also be used to inform subjects of the overall pos-
sibility of motion sickness without specifically suggesting that a
particular experiment might provoke it.

Finally, it should be noted that though physiological measure-
ment techniques can provide a potentially more objective motion
sickness measure,  these also need to be compared to norms since
they too can be influenced by suggestion [37].
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